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Abstract

This paper deals with the problem of providing tem�
poral deductive databases with an e�cient imple�
mentation in a logic programming framework� We
restrict our attention to historical databases based
on Kowalski and Sergot�s Event Calculus extended
with context�dependency� The paper aims at be�
ing bene�cial to both the theoretically�minded and
the implementation�oriented research communities�
It provides a mathematical analysis of the compu�
tational complexity of query and update processing
in the Event Calculus� and proposes a cached version
of the calculus that moves computational complex�
ity from query to update processing� and features an
absolute improvement of performance when context�
dependency is added�

� Introduction

The paper deals with the problem of providing tem�
poral deductive databases �TDDs	 with an e�cient
implementation in a logic programming framework�
TDDs provide the possibility of managing temporal
information not only to retrieve information as it was
stored in the database� but also to automatically de�
rive further data 
�� �� �� ���� In the case of in�
complete temporal data� information that is neither
explicitly asserted nor monotonically implied by the
available knowledge can be inferred by drawing con�
clusions according to suitable assumptions such as
closed world or default persistence� Conclusions de�
rived in this way are obviously defeasible and TDDs
must withdraw them if the addition of further in�
formation makes them inconsistent� Di�erent TDDs
have been proposed in the literature 
�� ��� ��� ����
They di�er from each other either in the underlying
model of change �state�based in 
��� ���� event�based
in 
��� ���	� or in the programming language paradigm
they adopt �functional programming in 
�� ���� logic
programming in 
��� ���	� or in both� We restrict our
attention to historical databases based on Kowalski
and Sergot�s Event Calculus model of change enriched
with context�dependency 
�� ����

From a description of events that occur in the real
world� the Event Calculus �EC	 allows one to derive
various properties and the time periods for which they

hold� The addition of context�dependency makes it
possible to constrain the initiation and termination
of properties to the validity of some given conditions
at the time at which events occur� EC database and
rules are formulated in a logic programming frame�
work as a logic program� EC presents several advan�
tages over relational temporal databases as well as
over most TDDs 
���� First of all� while relational
temporal databases only record the starting and end�
ing of properties� thus losing the semantical structure
of causing events� EC supports an explicit representa�
tion of events� In this way� updates are performed by
entering events and deriving the starting and ending
of properties as a logical consequence from event de�
scriptions by means of general rules which express the
semantics of events� Moreover� the domain modeler
is fully in charge of ensuring the integrity of data� and
thus expensive integrity checking procedures are not
needed� Secondly� insertion of events in the database
is not required to follow the chronological order of
their occurrences� Thirdly� default persistence can be
de�ned both in the future and the past�

The cost of update processing in EC is the cost
of entering a new event� and thus it is constant 
����
while query processing is expensive� The addition
of context�dependency� which is crucial to deal with
real�world problems 
�� �� ��� heavily deteriorates per�
formance of query processing� The paper extends EC
with a lemma storage mechanism �Cached Event Cal�
culus	 that records maximal validity intervals �MVIs	
of properties for later use in query processing and
updates them as soon as a new event is entered in
the database� CEC moves computational complex�
ity from query to update processing� and features an
absolute improvement of performance when context�
dependency is added� because CEC update process�
ing costs less than EC query processing� Further�
more� CEC preserves the basic requirement of EC of
making no assumptions about the temporal order of
input events� As an example� CEC accepts an event
happened before some of the already acquired events
and revises all and only the a�ected MVIs� Obvi�
ously� acquiring a complete sequence of events accord�
ing to their chronological order avoids the revision of
past data� thus strongly increasing the performance of
CEC� This is the case of several application domains�



such as patient monitoring 
���
The paper is organized as follows� Section � intro�

duces EC extended with context�dependency� Section
� presents in detail the basic features of CEC� It il�
lustrates how entering an event in the database may
cause the assertion of new MVIs for the properties
it a�ects or the shortening of cached ones� and how
assertions and retractions are possibly propagated to
other properties� A sample execution of CEC con�
cludes the section� Section  analyzes and compares
the complexity of query and update processing in EC
and CEC� Conclusions provide an assessment of the
work�

� The logical calculus of events

In this section� we present the main features of the
logical calculus of events� It extends EC with the no�
tions of type and context�dependency� EC proposes
a general approach to represent and reason about
events and their e�ects in a logic programming frame�
work� It takes the notions of event� property� time�
point and time�interval as primitives and de�nes a
model of change in which events happen at time�
points and initiate and�or terminate time�intervals
over which some property holds� Time�points are
unique points in time at which events take place
instantaneously� Time�intervals are represented as
pairs of time�points� EC also embodies a notion of
default persistence according to which properties are
assumed to persist until an event occurs which termi�
nates them� A speci�c domain evolution is called an
history and is modeled by a set of event occurrences
�event instances	� The calculus allows us to infer a
set of time intervals over which the properties initi�
ated and�or terminated by event occurrences maxi�
mally hold �property instances	� Instances of events
and properties are obtained by attaching a time�point
and a time�interval to event and property types and
are denoted by the pairs �event�time�point� and �prop�
erty� time�interval�� respectively�� Formally� we rep�
resent event occurrences by means of the happens at
predicate�

happens�at�event�timePoint��

Furthermore� we represent �part of the	 domain
knowledge by means of initiates at and terminates at
predicates that express the e�ects of events on prop�
erties�

initiates�at�event��prop��T��	
happens�at�event��T��

terminates�at�event
�prop
�T��	
happens�at�event
�T�

Initiates at �terminates at	 predicates state that each
instance of event� �event�	 initiates �terminates	 a
period of time during which prop� �prop�	 holds�

�The pair �event� time�point� uniquely identi�es an
event occurrence provided that two events of the same
type can not simultaneously happen� In situations where
this assumption is not acceptable� explicit identi�ers for
event occurrences have to be added�

respectively�� A particular initiates at clause can be
used to deal with initial conditions� Initial conditions
describe a possibly partial initial state of the world
and are speci�ed by means of a number of events of
type initially�prop�� Their validity from the begin�
ning of time can then be derived by means of the
clause�

initiates�at�initially�Prop��Prop����	
happens�at�initially�Prop�����

Such a clause is parametric with respect to the prop�
erty argument and takes � as the initial instant of
the time axis� This allows us to distinguish explicitly
stated initial conditions �starting at �	 from initial
conditions derived by persistence in the past� and to
assign a greater degree of con�dence to the former�

��� The basic axioms of EC

The basic Event Calculus model of time and change is
de�ned by means of a set of axioms� The �rst axiom
we introduce is the mholds for� It allows us to state
that the property P holds maximally �i�e� there is
no larger time�interval for which it also holds	 over

Start� End� if an event E� which initiates P occurs
at the time Start� and an event E� which terminates
P occurs at time End� provided there is no known
interruption in between�

mholds�for�P��Start�End��	
initiates�at�E��P�Start��
terminates�at�E
�P�End��
End gt Start� �� broken�during�P��Start�End��

mholds�for�P��Start�infPlus��	
initiates�at�E��P�Start��
�� broken�during�P��Start�infPlus��

mholds�for�P��infMin�End��	
terminates�at�E
�P�End��
�� broken�during�P��infMin�End��

where the predicate gt extends the ordinary ordering
relationship � to include the cases involving in�nite
arguments� sintactically denoted by infMin and inf�
Plus� Analogously� we de�ned the predicates ge� lt
and le which extend �� � and �� respectively� The
negation involving the broken during predicate is in�
terpreted using negation�as�failure� This means that
properties are assumed to hold uninterrupted over an
interval of time on the basis of failure to determine an
interrupting event� Should we later record an initiat�
ing or terminating event within this interval� we can
no longer conclude that the property holds over the
interval� This gives us the non�monotonic character
of the calculus which deals with default persistence�
The predicate broken during is de�ned as follows�

�Di�erently from the original de�nition of the Event
Calculus ����� devoid of any notion of event type and then
only supporting an extensional de�nition of initiates and
terminates predicates at the instance level� domain rela	
tions are intensionally de�ned in terms of event and prop	
erty types�



broken�during�P� �Start�End��	
�terminates�at�E�P�T��initiates�at�E�P�T���
Start lt T� End gt T�

This axiom provides a so�called strong interpretation
of initiates at and terminates at predicates� a given
property P ceases to hold at some point T during
the time�interval 
Start� End� if there is an event E
which initiates or terminates P occurring at a time
T belonging to 
Start� End�� Notice that if we record
three events e�� e� and e� such that e� precedes e��
e� precedes e�� both e� and e� initiates a property
p and e� terminates p� we can only conclude that p
holds between the occurrence times of e� and e�� This
behaviour can be explained as follows� the strong in�
terpretation assumes that an event terminating p ac�
tually occurred between e� and e�� but it is not known
when it occurred� and thus it is not possible to derive
any validity interval for p between e� and e�� Accord�
ing to this interpretation� pending events like e� char�
acterize situations of incomplete information about
event occurrences� An alternative interpretation of
initiates at and terminates at predicates� called weak
interpretation� is also possible� According to such an
interpretation an event initiates a property unless it
has been already initiated and not yet terminated� To
support this weak interpretation the de�nition of bro�
ken during must be revised so that only terminating
events can break the validity of property P 
���

Finally� we add the holds at axiom relating a prop�
erty to a time�point rather than to a time�interval�

holds�at�P�T��	
mholds�for�P��Start�End�� T gt Start� T le End�

The holds�at predicate conventionally assumes that a
property is not valid at the starting point of the MVI�
while it is valid at the ending point�

These axioms constitute the kernel of basic �typed	
EC� They provide a simple and e�ective tool to reason
about events and their e�ects� but have a limited ex�
pressive power� In particular� they provide no prim�
itives for modeling relevant features such as context�
dependency� discrete and continuous processes� time
granularity� Several extensions 
�� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ���
have been proposed to overcome these limitations�
In this paper� we deal with the addition of context�
dependency�

In basic EC� both initiates at and terminates at
are context�independent predicates� the occurrence of
an event of the given type initiates� or terminates�
the validity of the relevant property whatever is the
context in which it occurs� On the contrary� mak�
ing initiates at and terminates at predicates context�
dependent allows us to state that the occurrence of an
event of a given type at a certain time point initiates
or terminates the validity of the associated property
provided that some given conditions hold at such an
instant 
���

Formally� initiates at and terminates at predicates
are generalized as follows��

initiates�at�event��prop������propN�prop�T��	
happens�at�event�T��
holds�at�prop��T������holds�at�propN�T��

terminates�at�event��prop������propN�prop�T��	
happens�at�event�T��
holds�at�prop��T������holds�at�propN�T��

whereN is greater than � when initiates at and termi�
nates at are context�dependent and equal to � when
they are context�independent� In this last case� we
simply de�ne initiates at and terminates at as�

initiates�at�E���P�T��	
initiates�at�E�P�T��

terminates�at�E���P�T��	
terminates�at�E�P�T��

As shown elsewhere� the inclusion of holds at atoms in
the body of terminates at and initiates at makes EC
no more strati�ed 
��� �� As a consequence� termi�
nation of the computation of MVIs is not guaranteed
anymore�

��� Comparing EC with and without
context�dependency

Consider a simple lighting system that is operated by
its user using just one switch� whose functioning can
be described as follows� The user can set the switch
in one of two positions� on or o�� If there is electrical
power available� the e�ect of setting the switch in the
on or o� position is to switch the light on or o�� If
there is no electrical power available� the e�ect of set�
ting the switch in the on position is delayed until elec�
trical power is provided� A failure in providing power
can anticipate the e�ect of setting the switch in the o�
position� We identify four types of events and three
types of properties� Event types are� turnOn �the
user sets the switch in the On position	� turnO� �the
user sets the switch in the O� position	� pwrFail �a
failure in the electrical power distribution network	�
pwrRstr �the failure is �xed� and power is restored	�
Property types are� switchOn �the position of the
switch is on	� pwrAvail �electrical power is available	�
lightsOn �the lights are lit	� Using EC extended with
context�dependency� the knowledge about e�ects of
events on properties can be formalized as follows�

initiates�at�turnOn���switchOn�T��	
happens�at�turnOn�T��

terminates�at�turnOff���switchOn�T��	
happens�at�turnOff�T��

initiates�at�pwrRstr���pwrAvail�T��	
happens�at�pwrRstr�T��

�The 
nd argument in the �	argument version of initi�
ates at and terminates at allows to statically inspect do	
main axioms in order to detect dependencies among prop	
erties as shown in Section ��
�
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terminates�pwrFail���pwrAvail�T��	
happens�at�pwrFail�T��

initiates�at�turnOn��pwrAvail�lightsOn�T��	
happens�at�turnOn�T��
holds�at�pwrAvail�T��

terminates�at�turnOff��pwrAvail�lightsOn�T��	
happens�at�turnOff�T��
holds�at�pwrAvail�T��

initiates�at�pwrRstr��switchOn�lightsOn�T��	
happens�at�pwrRstr�T��
holds�at�switchOn�T��

terminates�at�pwrFail��switchOn�lightsOn�T��	
happens�at�pwrFail�T��
holds�at�switchOn�T��

On the contrary� in the case of basic EC the mod�
eler would be forced to use context�independent ini�
tiates at and terminates at predicates also to repre�
sent context�dependent knowledge� This can be done
only by introducing additional types of events and
naming them properly to highlight that they assume
a given context� Considering for example the e�ect
of the turnOn event on the property lightsOn� we can
reformulate it with the EC axiom�

initiates�at�turnOnwithPwrAvail�lightsOn�T��	
happens�at�turnOnwithPwrAvail�T��

This not only introduces a more complex event� but
forces us to introduce another type of event �turnOn�
withNoPwrAvail	 in order to rewrite the description
of the e�ects of turnOn on the property switchOn�

The drawbacks of this solution a�ect both the
modeler and the �nal user of the database� On
one hand� the modeler is indeed forced to �i	 devise
and introduce a number of new events that increases
greatly with the complexity of the considered domain
and the possible combinations of preconditions� �ii	
highlight the di�erences among these events using
long� awkward names� On the other hand� the ��
nal user is burdened with the responsability of pre�
cisely evaluating contexts in the real world in order
to choose the proper event that has to be entered
in the database �for example� in the simple lighting
system example� the user must know if power was
supplied when he�she pushed the button	� Moreover�
it becomes impossible in this way to enter an event
when there�s only partial knowledge about the con�
text it assumes� These limitations become unbear�
able in complex domains and unnecessarily narrow
the deductive power of the database� If EC is indeed
extended with context�dependency� it becomes able
to automatically identify contexts and therefore the
user has only to enter basic types of events which
he�she easily recognizes� leaving to the database the
task of evaluating and updating the context and the
e�ects� Furthermore� the database becomes able to
reason with incomplete knowledge about contexts�

Figure �� Architecture of CEC�

� The Cached Event Calculus �CEC�

In this section we describe the main features of the
Cached Event Calculus �CEC	� It extends EC with a
caching mechanism that receives instances of events
as input and updates accordingly the cached set of
MVIs �mholds for assertions	� Temporal reasoning in
EC is performed at query time� the system logs any
input event without processing it� and accesses the
log when a query is posed� Thanks to the negation as
failure rule� conclusions no longer supported are not
derived anymore� The fact that the results of com�
putations are never cached for later use makes query
processing in EC very ine�cient� A great deal of un�
necessary computation is indeed performed whenever
the same mholds for query about a property p is pro�
cessed several times between two consecutive updates
a�ecting MVIs of p� because EC repeats each time
the whole computation from the beginning instead
of saving previous conclusions� Even worse� when
context�dependency is added multiple computations
of identical mholds for �sub	queries can occur during
the processing of a single mholds for query� due to
contexts evaluation� To eliminate these useless com�
putations� EC should be provided with a mechanism
for caching the currently believed set of MVIs� so that
accesses to cached data replace blind recomputations
in answering mholds for queries� However� conceiving
a suitable caching mechanism is not a trivial task� be�
cause it should be able to incrementally add new re�
sults to the old ones and to update or delete only the
old results which need it� Moreover� di�erently from
general caching mechanisms� we do not only need to
add and�or remove assertions� but also to clip and�or
extend existing MVIs according to domain and tem�
poral knowledge�

The general architecture of CEC is depicted in Fig�
ure �� where all its conceptual modules and their hi�
erarchical relations are highlighted� We brie�y sum�
marize here the purpose of the modules� their func�



tioning will be described in detail in the next sections�
Each new event is entered into the database by up�
date� updateInit and updateTermin are then called in
order to manage properties which are initiated and
terminated by the event� respectively� In both cases�
the event can lead either to clip an existing MVI �this
case is handled by breakingI and breakingT	 or to pos�
sibly create a new MVI �this case is handled by ex�
tendingI and extendingT	� When a MVI �or a part
of it	 is retracted �asserted	� propagateRetract �prop�
agateAssert	 takes care of propagating that change to
properties which depend on the changed one� Prop�
agation of assertion and retractions can recursively
activate the process of breaking or extending MVIs�

In the next two sections� we �rst describe the pro�
cess of breaking and extending MVIs and then the
process of propagating retractions and assertions�

��� Breaking and adding maximal validity
intervals

CEC allows to enter events in the database by means
of the update predicate� This predicate �rst explic�
itly records the instance of the event and then the
properties initiated and terminated by the event are
considered separately� by means of the updateInit and
updateTermin predicates�

update�E�T��	
assert�happens�at�E�T���
bagof�P��updateInit�E�T�P��

updateTermin�E�T�P������

update������

If E initiates a property Prop at time T � CEC tests if
there exists a MVI 
T�� T�� for Prop such that T� �
T � T��

updateInit�E�T�Prop��	
initiates�at�E���Prop�T��
�insideLeftClosedInt�Prop�T��T��T
� 	�

breakingI�Prop�T��T��T
��
extendingI�Prop�T���

insideLeftClosedInt�Prop�T��T��T
��	
mholds�for�Prop��T��T
�� T� le T� T lt T
�

If such an interval exists� we face two possibilities�
which are handled by the breakingI predicate� �i	 if
T� � T � there is already an event occuring at T � that
initiates Prop and then no changes are needed to in�
terval 
T�� T�� at the moment� �ii	 otherwise� interval

T�� T�� is shortened in such a way that the new start�
ing point becomes T � Prop does not hold anymore in
the clipped part 
T�� T �� and the retraction of 
T�� T �
has to be propagated�

breakingI���T���T�����	��

breakingI�Prop�T��T��T
��	
retract�mholds�for�Prop��T��T
���
assert�mholds�for�Prop��T�T
���
propagateRetract��T��T�Prop��

If instead there are no MVIs for Prop satisfying the
test T� � T � T�� then T is the starting point of
a new MVI for Prop� The new interval of validity

starting at T is added by the extendingI predicate�
and the new assertion has to be propagated�

extendingI�Prop�T��	
new�termination�Prop��T�NewEnd��
assert�mholds�for�Prop��T�NewEnd���
propagateAssert��T�NewEnd�Prop��

The new termination predicate �nds the ending point
of the new interval� distinguishing the following two
cases� �i	 there is a �pending� terminating event for
property Prop occurring at time NewEnd after T
and thus the new MVI becomes 
T�NewEnd�� �ii	
there are no initiating or terminating events for prop�
erty Prop occurring after T and thus the new MVI
becomes 
T� infP lus��

new�termination�Prop��T�NewEnd��	
terminates�at�����Prop�NewEnd��
T lt NewEnd�
��broken�during�Prop��T�NewEnd�� ��

new�termination�Prop��T�infPlus��	
��broken�during�Prop��T�infPlus��

The case in which the entered event E terminates
instead of initiating a property is handled by a set
of predicates �updateTermin� insideRightClosedInt�
breakingT� extendingT� new initiation	� that is sym�
metrical to the previously discussed one 
���

��� Propagation of retractions and
assertions

Each time a MVI 
T�� T�� for a property is retracted
�asserted	� the update has to be propagated to prop�
erties whose validity may rely on such an interval�
The retraction �assertion	 of 
T�� T�� indeed modi�es
the context of events occurring at time points belong�
ing to it and� then� it can possibly invalidate �acti�
vate	 their e�ects� More precisely� only those context�
dependent initiates at or terminates at clauses having
the retracted �asserted	 property as a condition have
to be reconsidered over the interval �we implement
this selection by inspecting the domain axioms using
the standard clause predicate	�

In the case of propagation of retractions� we dis�
tinguish two relevant cases�

�i	 possibly invalidated initiations
the retracted property RetractedProp is a con�
dition for the initiation of property P at the oc�
currence of event E and the occurrence time T�
of E belongs to 
T�� T��� In this case� the right
part of the retracted interval 
T�� T�� overlaps
the possibly a�ected MVI 
T�� T� for P �

propagateRetract��T��T
�RetractedProp��	
clause�initiates�at�E�PropList�P�������
memberchk�RetractedProp�PropList��
happens�at�E�T���
rightOverlap��T��T
�P��T��T���
retractForRightOverlap�P�T
��T��T���
fail�

rightOverlap��T��T
�P��T��T���	
T� lt T�� T� le T
�



mholds�for�P��T��T���

�ii	 possibly invalidated terminations
RetractedProp is a condition for the termina�
tion of property P at the occurrence of event
E and the occurrence time T of E belongs to

T�� T��� In this case� the left part of the re�
tracted interval 
T�� T�� overlaps the possibly
a�ected MVI 
T�� T� for P �

propagateRetract��T��T
�RetractedProp��	
clause�terminates�at�E�PropList�P�������
memberchk�RetractedProp�PropList��
happens�at�E�T���
leftOverlap��T��T
�P��T��T���
retractForLeftOverlap�P�T���T��T���
fail�

leftOverlap��T��T
�P��T��T���	
T� lt T�� T� le T
�
mholds�for�P��T��T���

The clauses for propagateRetract end with a fail pred�
icate in order to cause the examination of all a�ected
properties� When no more initiations and termina�
tions are left to examine� a third clause guarantees
success�

propagateRetract������

When an initiation is invalidated� there are four pos�
sible situations�

�� independency
P still initiates at T�� because there exists a
successful initiates at clause� which does not in�
clude RetractedProp as condition�

retractForRightOverlap�P����T�����	
initiates�at�����P�T�����

The MVI for P is thus unchanged�

�� revised initiation with �nite termination
property P terminates at a time instant T �it
does not hold forever	 and either there exists
an initiating event preceding T or no initiat�
ing or terminating events occur before T and
P is assumed to hold from infMin by default�
The new initiation predicate is used to iden�
tify the proper case� determining the new start�
ing point NewStart of the interval� Finally� if
T� � NewStart then the retraction of validity
over 
T�� NewStart� is propagated� otherwise
the extension of validity over 
NewStart� T�� is
propagated�

retractForRightOverlap�P����T��T���	
T� ��� infPlus�
new�initiation�P��NewStart�T��� ��
retract�mholds�for�P��T��T����
assert�mholds�for�P��NewStart�T����
��T� lt NewStart� 	�

propagateRetract��T��NewStart�P��
propagateAssert��NewStart�T��P���

�� revised initiation with in�nite termination
property P holds until infPlus and there ex�
ists an event occurring at NewStart that ini�
tiates P with P holding uninterrupted after

NewStart� that is� there are no events initiating
or terminating P occurring after NewStart� In
such a case NewStart becomes the new start�
ing point and this modi�cation is propagated� in
case T� � NewStart� the retraction of validity
over 
T�� NewStart� is propagated� otherwise�
the extension of validity over 
NewStart� T�� is
propagated�

retractForRightOverlap�P����T��infPlus��	
initiates�at�����P�NewStart��
��broken�during�P��NewStart�infPlus����
retract�mholds�for�P��T��infPlus���
assert�mholds�for�P��NewStart�infPlus���
��T� lt NewStart� 	�

propagateRetract��T��NewStart�P��
propagateAssert��NewStart�T��P���

� vanishing
if none of the above described situations applies�
the MVI for P is fully retracted and this retrac�
tion is propagated�

retractForRightOverlap�P����T��T���	
retract�mholds�for�P��T��T����
propagateRetract��T��T��P��

In the case of invalidated terminations� there are
four possible situations� which are handled by retract�
ForLeftOverlap that is symmetrical to the previously
described predicate 
���

In the case of propagation of assertions� we distin�
guish two relevant cases�

�i	 possibly new initiations
the asserted property AssertedProp is a con�
dition for the initiation of property P at the
occurrence of event E� the occurrence time T of
E belongs to 
T�� T�� and there is not already a
MVI for P with T as its starting point� In this
case� the already described updateInit predicate
is used to check if P is now initiated at T and
possibly revising the database accordingly�

propagateAssert��T��T
�AssertedProp��	
clause�initiates�at�E�PropList�P�������
memberchk�AssertedProp�PropList��
happens�at�E�T��
T� lt T� T le T
�
��mholds�for�P��T����
updateInit�E�T�P��
fail�

�ii	 possibly new terminations
the asserted property AssertedProp is a condi�
tion for the termination of property P at the
occurrence of event E� the occurrence time T of
E belongs to 
T�� T�� and there is not already
a MVI for P with T as its ending point� In this
case� the already described updateTermin predi�
cate is used to check if P is now terminated at T
and possibly revising the database accordingly�

propagateAssert��T��T
�AssertedProp��	
clause�terminates�at�E�PropList�P�������
memberchk�AssertedProp�PropList��
happens�at�E�T��



T� lt T� T le T
�
��mholds�for�P����T��
updateTermin�E�T�P��
fail�

As in the case of propagateRetract� the fail predicate
has been used to force backtracking in order to exam�
ine all a�ected properties� Therefore� a third clause
guarantees success as before�
propagateAssert������

��� Running the lighting system example in
CEC

We will now show how CEC builds and maintains
the set of cached MVIs� by examining one execution
of the lighting system example� Suppose to perform
the following updates in the shown order� that is not
chronological�
update�initially�pwrAvail�����
update�turnOff����
update�turnOn����
update�turnOn�����
update�pwrFail����
update�pwrRstr��
��

Figure � illustrates pictorially the e�ects of each of
the six updates� The e�ect of the �rst update is to
initiate a pwrAvail property that holds between � and
infPlus �extendingI with initial conditions	� Propaga�
tion of the assertion of this property has no e�ect be�
cause there are no in�uenced events in the database�
The e�ects of the second update are to terminate� �i	
a lightsOn interval that holds between infMin and �
and �ii	 a switchOn interval that also holds between
infMin and � �extendingT in both cases	� Propaga�
tion of assertion for both properties has no e�ect be�
cause there are no other events in the interval of time
considered by propagation� The e�ects of the third
update are� �i	 the MVI of property lightsOn is bro�
ken at � and validity between infMin and  is thus
retracted and �ii	 the MVI of property switchOn is
also broken at � and validity between infMin and 
is thus retracted �brokenI in both cases	� Propagation
of retraction for both properties has no e�ect because
there are no other events in the interval of time con�
sidered by propagation� The e�ects of the fourth up�
date are to initiate� �i	 a lightsOn interval that holds
between �� and infPlus and �ii	 a switchOn interval
that also holds between �� and infPlus �extendingI
in both cases	� Propagation of assertion for both
properties has no e�ect because there are no other
events in the interval of time considered by propaga�
tion� The e�ects of the �fth update are� �i	 the MVI
of property pwrAvail is broken at � and validity be�
tween � and infPlus is thus retracted �brokenT	� �ii	
retraction is propagated and leads to reconsider the
e�ects of event turnOn at ��� leading to the retraction
of property LightsOn holding between �� and infPlus
�vanishing	� �iii	 the e�ects of event turnO� at � are
then reconsidered and property LightsOn is retracted
between � and � �revised termination with �nite ini�
tiation	� Propagation of the retractions of lightsOn

have no e�ect because there are no in�uenced events�
The e�ects of the sixth update are to initiate� �i	 a
pwrAvail interval that holds between �� and infPlus
and �ii	 a lightsOn interval that also holds between
�� and infPlus �extendingI in both cases	� Propa�
gation of assertion for both properties has no e�ect
because there are no other events in the interval of
time considered by propagation�

As already pointed out� changing the order of exe�
cution of the six updates has no in�uence on the �nal
contents of the database� but could a�ect e�ciency�
In particular� if the complete sequence of events was
entered chronologically� there would be no need for a
substantial revision of the database as that caused by
the �fth update�

� Complexity Analysis

In this section we analyze the complexity of executing
EC and CEC with an ordinary Prolog intepreter� We
focus on the execution ofmholds for queries returning
the full set of MVIs for a given property prop� Such
queries take the following form�

�	 bagof�MVI�mholds�for�prop�MVI��MVIs��

We also assume that the database contains a set
of n initiating events and n terminating events for
any property� First of all� we determine the com�
plexity of query processing in EC devoid of context�
dependency� and show how EC performance heavily
decreases when context�dependency is added� Then�
we prove how the addition of a caching mechanism
strongly reduces the cost of query processing� We
show that the cost of query processing in CEC� with
and without context�dependency� is linear� and that
the complexity of CEC update processing is less than
the complexity of EC query processing except in the
case of context�independency where it is equal� In
all proofs we assume the strong interpretation of ini�
tiates at and terminates at predicates� It is possible
to show that in the case of weak interpretation the
worst�case analysis leads to the same results� We only
sketch out the structure of proofs� the details can be
found in 
���

��� The complexity of query processing in
EC

We initially consider the case of a database with
only context�independent de�nitions of initiates at
and terminates at� It is possible to prove the follow�
ing theorem�

Theorem ���
The complexity of EC query processing� measured in
terms of accesses to happens at facts� is O�n�	� where
n is the number of initiating �terminating� events in
the database for the considered property�

We performed the proof in two steps� We �rst deter�
mined a cubic upper bound ���n��n��n	 for the total
number of accesses to happens at facts in answering
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Figure �� A sample execution of CEC�

mholds for queries with only the property argument
instantiated� Then we showed that the cubic limit is
actually reached�

In order to determine the complexity of query pro�
cessing in EC with context�dependency some pre�
liminary notions are necessary� We must take into
account that a condition of a context�dependent
initiates at or terminates at may itself be context�
dependent� Therefore� we must consider in general an
arbitrary nesting level of context�dependent proper�
ties� Let Lbk be the maximum level of nesting from a
single property� To formally de�ne Lbk� we introduce
the notion of property dependency graph associated
with a set of initiates at and terminates at clauses� A
property dependency graph is a directed acyclic graph
where��

�i	 each vertex denotes a property p�

�The requirement that the graph is acyclic is needed
to make it possible the comparison between EC and CEC
complexities� EC indeed loops whenever there is a cy	
cle among context	dependent properties� On the con	
trary� there exist sucient conditions for the termination
of CEC also in case of property cycles �the main condition
is that at each time instant at most one of the properties
involved in the property cycle may hold�� Examples of
non	critical property cycles in a medical application do	
main are given in ���� The general problem of looping in
EC and CEC is currently under investigation�

�ii	 there exists an edge �pj � pi	 if and only if there
exists an initiates at clause for pi having pj as
one of its conditions or a terminates at clause
for pi having pj as one of its conditions�

Lbk is de�ned as the length of the longest path in the
graph� It is possible to prove the following theorem by
induction on the nesting level of context�dependent
properties Lbk�

Theorem ���

The complexity Comp�query�Lbk		 of EC query pro�
cessing� measured in terms of accesses to happens at
facts� is O�n�Lbk�����	� where n is the number of ini�
tiating �terminating� events in the database for the
considered property�

If we indeed consider Lbk � �� we fall in the already
discussed case of the basic calculus� whose complex�
ity has been shown to be O�n�	� What happens when
Lbk is � or more is that the evaluation of each con�
dition in the initiates at or terminates at predicates
for p will result in the evaluation of a mholds for
predicate for this condition with the temporal ar�
gument unbound and a Lbk � � nesting level� We
showed that the relationship between the complexity
upper bounds for query�Lbk	 and query�Lbk � �	 is
expressed by the recurrent expression�

Comp�query�Lbk�� � n
�
�
n����Cbk�Comp�query�Lbk�����



were Cbk is the maximum number of conditions found
in the context�dependent initiates at or terminates at
clauses� We then proved by induction that the order
of complexity of query�Lbk	 is at most O�n�Lbk�����	�
As in the basic calculus� it is straightforward to show
that this limit is actually reached��

��� The complexity of update processing in
CEC

In the case of CEC� the complexity has to be mea�
sured in terms of accesses to both happens at and
mholds for facts� Di�erently from EC� where each
evaluation of a mholds for query results into a num�
ber of accesses to happens at facts� in CECmholds for
predicates are explicitly recorded in the database as
facts� Under the given assumption that there is a set
of n initiating events and n terminating events for
every property in the database� there are at most n
disjoint MVIs for each property �n mholds for facts
recorded in the database	� Thus all EC accesses to
happens at facts for a mholds for query for a given
property collapse into at most n CEC accesses to
mholds for facts about such a property� Therefore�
the cost of a mholds for query in CEC is linear in the
number of cached MVIs for the considered property�
whatever is the value of Lbk�

Di�erently from EC� the complexity of update pro�
cessing in CEC is not constant at all� To precisely de�
termine such a complexity some preliminary notions
are needed� First of all� let P be the maximum num�
ber of properties initiated or terminated by a single
event� Furthermore� we must take into account that
the assertion of a new mholds for fact �the retrac�
tion of an existing mholds for fact	 may cause �sup�
press	 the initiation or the termination of a property
depending on it and then the assertion of an addi�
tional mholds for fact �the retraction of an existing
mholds for fact	 concerning such a property� There�
fore� we must consider in general an arbitrary level of
propagation of assertions �retractions	� Let Lfw be
the maximum level of propagation from a single prop�
erty� Lfw can be formally de�ned as the length of the
longest path in the property dependency graph� and
then it it is equal to Lbk

	�
It is possible to prove the following lemma by in�

duction on the propagation level Lfw�

Lemma ���
The complexity of propagating assertions� measured
in terms of accesses to happens at and mholds for
facts� is O�nLfw��	� where n is the number of ini�
tiating �terminating� events in the database for the

�It is worth noting that this is a worst case analysis� In
fact� Cbk and Lbk can be rede�ned for each single property
to evaluate the complexity of speci�c queries or classes of
queries�

�Note that if Lbk and Lfw are rede�ned to account for
nesting and propagation levels of speci�c properties� they
are not necessarily equal anymore�

considered property� and it is equal to the complexity
of propagating retractions�

The proof is accomplished in three steps� We �rst de�
termine the recurrent expression of the costs of prop�
agateRetract and propagateAssert with respect to a
level of propagation Lfw in terms of their costs with
respect to the level Lfw � �� then we prove that the
cost of propagateRetract is always less than the cost
of propagateAssert� �nally we provide the general cost
expressions of propagateRetract and propagateAssert�

On the basis of Lemma �	
� it is straightforward
to prove the following theorem about the complexity
of update processing in CEC�

Theorem ���

The complexity Comp�update�Lfw		 of CEC update
processing� measured in terms of accesses to hap�
pens at and mholds for facts� is O�nLfw��	� where
n is the number of initiating �terminating� events in
the database for the considered property�

It is worth noting that in the context�independent
case �Lfw � �	� the complexity of update processing
is O�n�	� In such a case there are neither propaga�
tion of assertions nor propagation of retractions� and
the worst�case complexity of update processing is just
the complexity of adding at most P new mholds for
facts� The orders of complexity of query and update
processing in EC and CEC are summarized in Table
��

� Conclusions

This paper has proposed a caching mechanism for
an e�cient implementation of Kowalski and Sergot�s
Event Calculus �EC	� In the context�independent
case �Lbk � Lfw � �	� the cached version of EC
we developed �CEC	 makes the complexity of query
processing linear� shifting temporal reasoning from
query to update processing� The complexity of up�
date processing in CEC is indeed equal to the com�
plexity of query processing in EC� In the more signif�
icant context�dependent case �Lbk � Lfw � �	� CEC
allows us to obtain an absolute improvement in per�
formance because the order of complexity of update
processing in CEC �Lfw � �	 is strictly lower than
the order of complexity of query processing in EC
��Lbk ��	 � �	� CEC has been fully implemented on a
Sun Sparc� in Quintus Prolog and extensively tested
in order to ensure that it yields the same outputs as
EC �but much more e�ciently	�
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EC update EC query CEC update CEC query

Lbk � Lfw � � const O�n�	 O�n�	 O�n	

Lbk � Lfw � � const O�n		 O�n�	 O�n	

Lbk � Lfw � � const O�n
	 O�n�	 O�n	

��� ��� ��� ��� ���

Lbk � Lfw � k const O�n�k�����	 O�nk��	 O�n	

Table �� Comparing complexities of EC and CEC�
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